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Structural, vibrational, and thermodynamic properties of Al-Sc alloys
and intermetallic compounds
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We present results of a theoretical study of the temperature-dependent structural and thermodynamic prop-
erties of solid-phase Al-Sc alloys and compounds based upon first-principles calculations of electronic free
energies and ionic vibrational spectra. This work extends a previous first-principles study of the fcc portion of
the Al-Sc phase diagram which demonstrated a large effect of vibrational free energy upon calculated Sc
solid-solubility limits @V. Ozoliņš and M. Asta, Phys. Rev. Lett.86, 448 ~2001!#. Here the contributions of
nonconfigurational~electronic and vibrational! entropies to the free energies of solid-phase Al-Sc alloys and
compounds are analyzed in further detail, and the accuracy of the approximations employed in these calcula-
tions is assessed. For each of the reported intermetallic compounds in this system, calculated formation
enthalpies agree to within 10%~0.05 eV/atom! of published calorimetry measurements. Large negative entro-
pies of formation, equal to20.77kB /atom, 20.58kB /atom, and20.24kB /atom are calculated for cubic
Al3Sc, cubic AlSc, and orthorhombic AlSc compounds, respectively, resulting primarily from the stiffening of
nearest-neighbor Al-Sc bonds in the intermetallic phases relative to elemental Al and Sc. The net effects of
nonconfigurational free energy contributions to the fcc portion of the Al-Sc phase diagram are 100 and 450 K
decreases in the calculated Al solvus phase boundary temperatures associated with electronic and vibrational
entropy, respectively, at the maximum measured Sc solid-solubility limit.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.094104 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Kb, 63.20.2e, 64.75.1g, 65.20.1w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Al-rich Al-Sc alloys have received growing attention
high-specific-strength materials. Sc is known to give rise
the highest increase in strength, per atomic percent, of
alloying addition in Al,1 and it is only slightly more dense
~about 11%! than Al itself. The strengthening effect of Sc
Al is attributed to the formation of small~20–30 nm! coher-
ent Al3Sc precipitates which form homogeneously during
aging of supersaturated Al~Sc! solid solutions1,2 in the tem-
perature range of 300–350 °C. In contrast to many comm
cial Al alloys, the strengthening precipitate phase in Al-Sc
thermodynamically stable to temperatures well above
melting point of Al. The Al3Sc phase forms in the fcc-base
L12 (Cu3Au prototype! crystal structure and undergoes i
congruent melting at a peritectic temperature of 1300 °C3,4

Despite the growing interest in Al~Sc! alloys, uncertain-
ties persist related to the Al-Sc phase diagram. For exam
the crystal structure of the equiatomic AlSc phase rema
uncertain, with bothB2 ~CsCl prototype! andBf ~BCr pro-
totype! structures having been reported in the literature5,6

Recently, two assessments of the Al-Sc phase diagram
been published by Murray3 and Cacciamaniet al.4 The opti-
mized thermodynamic parameters obtained in these two
sessments show significant differences, as do the calcu
phase boundaries for near-equiatomic alloy compositions
present, ternary additions to Al-Sc alloys are being inve
gated in the development of high-specific-strength mater
for potential applications at high homologous temperatu
As a basis for modeling phase stability in these multicom
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nent systems, an improved understanding of the binary Al
phase diagram is desirable.

In the present work the structural and thermodynam
properties of Al-Sc compounds and the Al-rich solid-soluti
phase have been studied from first principles based u
electronic-structure calculations of total energies and io
vibrational spectra. First-principles methods have seen w
application in the study of alloy phase stability and the c
culation of composition-temperature phase diagrams, as
viewed by de Fontaine,7 Ducastelle,8 and Zunger.9 The lim-
ited accuracy of the thermodynamic properties obtained
these calculations has limited severely their application
the process of alloy development.10 Recently we have found
that the accuracy of first-principles-calculated phase bou
aries for dilute Al~Sc! alloys is greatly improved through th
incorporation of vibrational contributions to alloy fre
energies.11 Such contributions are typically either neglect
in first-principles calculations of substitutional alloy pha
diagrams or incorporated based upon approximate model
our previous work harmonic ionic vibrational entropy, com
puted from first-principles linear-response12 calculations of
dynamical matrices, was found to account for a factor of
increase in calculated solid-solubility limits for Sc in A
leading to a 450 K decrease in the calculated phase-boun
temperature at the maximum solubility concentration a
agreement to within 50 K of experimentally measured ph
boundaries.

In the present paper we extend our initial work, present
a further analysis of the magnitude of nonconfiguratio
contributions to the thermodynamic properties of the Al-ri
solid solution as well as Al3Sc and AlSc intermetallic com
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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M. ASTA AND V. OZOLIŅŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 094104
pounds. To gauge the accuracy of the approximations
ployed in the first-principles computations, we also pres
comparisons between our calculations and available exp
mental data. At present a limited number of first-princip
studies of the vibrational properties of intermetallic co
pounds have been published, and relatively little informat
is available concerning the magnitudes and microscopic
gins of vibrational entropy in this important class of mate
als. In the present work we present a detailed analysis of
factors contributing to the large calculated vibrational ent
pies of formation of Al-Sc compounds.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Electronic structure and phonon spectra

The structural and thermodynamic properties of Al-Sc
termetallic compounds and Al-rich solid solutions have be
studied based uponab initio calculations of total energie
and ionic vibrational spectra. These calculations emplo
two related approaches based upon electronic den
functional theory in the local-density approximation~LDA !
~Ref. 13! as described below.

Structural and energetic properties have been comp
using theab initio total-energy and molecular-dynamics pr
gramVASP ~Viennaab initio simulation package! developed
at the Institut fu¨r Material-physik of the Universita¨t
Wien.14–16 The VASP code makes use of ultraso
pseudopotentials17 and an expansion of the electronic wa
functions in plane waves. The Sc pseudopotential was c
structed to treat 3p states as valence, since these states
fairly extended and have been found to affect calcula
equilibrium lattice parameters and defect energies. For a
the VASP results presented below use was made of a pla
wave cutoff of 223.3 eV. In the calculations of formatio
energies, electronic entropy, and structural properties
Al-Sc intermetallic compounds, use was made of ‘‘speci
reciprocal-spacek points18 generated from the following
meshes: 16316316 for fcc Al, 16316316 for L12 Al3Sc,
63636 for Al2Sc, 20320320 for B2 AlSc, 2038312 for
Bf AlSc, 1231239 for AlSc2, and 18318312 for hcp Sc.
Based upon test calculations for Al-Sc compounds perform
with differing k-point meshes and plane-wave cutoffs, fo
mation energies are estimated to be converged to with
few meV/atom, lattice parameters to within a fraction of
percent, and electronic formation entropies to with
0.02kB /atom. Electronic densities of states~DOS! were cal-
culated using the linear tetrahedron method.

Harmonic vibrational spectra were computed using
density-functional linear-response method.12 Our implemen-
tation of this powerful approach employs norm-conserv
pseudopotentials~NCPPs! specifically optimized for use
with a plane-wave basis set.19 The optimization procedure
enables efficient calculations for transition-metal atoms w
localized d orbitals, ensuring that calculated structural a
vibrational properties converge rapidly with respect to
plane-wave energy cutoff used to represent electronic w
functions. Scandium 3s and 3p states were treated as v
lence ~see previous paragraph!, and the nonlinear core
correction20 was used for Al to account for the effect of co
09410
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charge density on electronic exchange-correlation effe
The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 544.2 eV, since
calculations showed that further increase in the size of
basis set changed the calculated phonon frequencies b
most a couple of percent. Electronic states were sampled
regulark-point grids to ensure convergence of the calcula
phonon frequencies to within 0.05 THz. This required a
312312 regular mesh for Al3Sc, 16316316 for the cu-
bic B2 AlSc compound, and 8312316 for the orthorombic
Bf structure of AlSc. Dynamical matrices were calculated
regular grids of phonon wave vectorsq and then Fourier
transformed to real space to yield real-space interato
force constants. These force constants were subsequ
used to interpolate phonon dispersions to arbitrary wave v
tors q and to calculate accurate vibrational entropies and
phonon DOS. The contribution of each phonon mode to
phonon DOS was represented by a Gaussian with a widt
0.15 THz. Use was made of regular phonon wave-vec
meshes of 43334, 83838, and 63636 for Bf-type
AlSc, B2 AlSc, and Al3Sc compounds, respectively. Phono
mode Gru¨neisen parameters were calculated by taking fin
differences between phonon frequencies at two volum
separated by'4%.

A different approach was adopted for calculating exc
energies and entropies of Sc impurities in fcc Al matr
Since the latter calculations involve very large unit cells~up
to 216 atoms!, it is impractical to achieve absolute conve
gence with respect to the number of reciprocal-space po
used in the sampling of electron and phonon states. Inst
we adopted the equivalentk-point method proposed by
Froyen,21 which ensures strict equivalence ofk-point grids
used in supercell and one-atom-per-cell fcc Al calculatio
The basic idea of Froyen’s method is that numerical error
the properties of fcc Al will cancel out between the two se
of calculations, leaving one with the intrinsic effect of a S
impurity. This approach is widely used and has been sho
to lead to rapid convergence on meshes much coarser
ones employed in the present study.22 Further details of the
electronic-structure supercell calculations are given bel
For sampling phonon modes~for example, in the calculation
of impurity vibrational free energies! use was made of a 3
3333 mesh for 27-atom supercells, while one symmet
inequivalent special point was employed for 64-atom cel

B. Electronic free energy

Electronic entropy and free energy are evaluated in
independent electron approximation using eletronic-state
cupation numbers given by the Fermi-Dirac distributi
function f (e,T) ~Ref. 23!:

Sel~T!52kB(
kn

$ f ~ekn ,T!ln f ~ekn ,T!

1@12 f ~ekn ,T!# ln@12 f ~ekn ,T!#%. ~1!

Many-body electronic correlation effects beyond those of
homogeneous electron gas are excluded due to the app
4-2
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mate nature of the LDA functional. In the vast majority
cases,Sel(T) is a linear function ofT at temperatures below
the Fermi energy:

Sel5CelT1OF S kBT

eF
D 2G , ~2!

where Cel is the linear coefficient of the low-temperatu
heat capacity neglecting the effective mass enhancement
tor (11l) due to electron-phonon interactions. While t
entropy is a linear function ofT, the electronic energyEel
and electronic free energyGel5Eel2TSel are quadratic func-
tions of temperature:23

Eel5E01
1

2
CelT

21OF S kBT

eF
D 3G , ~3!

Gel5G02
1

2
CelT

21OF S kBT

eF
D 3G . ~4!

Equations~2!–~4! are applicable to nonmagnetic system
that do not exhibit electronic topological transitions or oth
electronic-structure-related anomalies.

For the purpose of computing Al-Sc alloy phase boun
aries values of the electronic free energy are required
function of temperature. In practice, the electronic free
ergy Gel was calculated self-consistently at three differe
temperatureskBT540, 60, and 80 meV and subsequently
to the functional forms provided by Eqs.~2!–~4!. The accu-
racy of the fit over the temperature range of interest w
estimated to be better than 20 meV/atom~2.5%! for the

quantity 4DGel
a82DGel

Sc which arises in an exponentiona
equation for the Sc solubility limit, as described below. Sp
cial care was taken in evaluating the reciprocal-space s
involved in Eq.~1!, since the electronic free energy of fcc A
converges rather slowly with respect to the number of spe
k points. As explained in the previous section, to facilita
convergence of the values of the electronic free energy
formation, use was made of the equivalentk-point scheme of
Froyen.21

C. Vibrational free energy

This section summarizes the key expressions descri
vibrational free energies and temperature-dependent s
tural properties. The entropy associated with harmonic io
vibrations at high temperatures is proportional to the lo
rithmic moment of the vibrational DOS,g(v) ~Ref. 23!:

Svib5kBE @11 ln~kBT/\v!1•••#g~v!dv. ~5!

Higher-order terms in Eq.~5! are negligibly small forkBT
.\^v&, i.e., for temperatures higher than the characteri
Debye temperatureuD of ionic vibrations. For typical metals
uD is well below room temperature, and Eq.~5! can be trun-
cated after the first two terms. Using Eq.~5!, one obtains that
the formation entropyDSvib is determined by the differenc
in vibrational DOS between the compound and
composition-weighted constituents,Dg(v)5g(v)2(1
09410
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2c)gAl(v)2cgSc(v), wheregAl(v) and gSc(v) are vibra-
tional DOS of Al and Sc, respectively. ForDSvib one obtains
that the latter is proportional to the logarithmic moment
Dg(v):

DSvib5kBE ln~kBT/\v!Dg~v!dv. ~6!

Using Eq.~6! and the fact that*Dg(v)dv50, one finds that
the harmonic vibrational entropy of formation approache
constant value at high temperatures. The vibrational free
ergy of formation in the harmonic approximation is thus
linear function of temperature:

DGvib52TDSvib . ~7!

Anharmonic effects~e.g., thermal expansion! lead to a
temperature dependence of the vibrational entropies of
mation. Thermal expansion has been estimated using
quasiharmonic approximation.24 The quasiharmonic approxi
mation has been shown to accurately reproduce meas
thermal expansion coefficients in metals and to lead to
accurate description of bulk free energies in metals up
high homologous temperatures.25,26 Volume-dependent,
quasiharmonic vibrational free energies were derived fr
the calculated phonon-mode Gru¨neisen parametersgqn
5d ln vqn /d ln V. The coefficient of linear thermal expan
sion is given by the formula~the following formulas are
strictly valid only for cubic compounds!

aL~T!5
CV~T!gG~T!

3V0B0
, ~8!

whereV0 is the equilibrium volume atT50 K andB0 is the
isothermal bulk modulus.CV(T) is the temperature-
dependent heat capacity at constant volume:

CV~T!5
1

N (
qn

CS \vqn

kBT D . ~9!

Here N is the total number of atoms andC(x) is the
constant-volume heat capacity function:

C~x!5
kBx2

4 sinh2~x/2!
. ~10!

It is evident from Eqs.~9! and ~10! that a phonon mode
contributes appreciably to the heat capacity only when
energy is comparable tokBT and its contribution approache
the value kB when kBT@\v. The Grüneisen paramete
gG(T) is expressed as

gG~T!5
1

NCV~T! (
qn

gqnCS \vqn

kBT D . ~11!

From the properties ofC(x) it follows that the Gru¨neisen
parametergG(T) approaches a constant valueḡ at high tem-
perature. Together with the fact that the heat capacity te
to the Dulong-Petit limit of 3kB per atom, the coefficient o
linear thermal expansion approaches a constant valueaL
4-3
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M. ASTA AND V. OZOLIŅŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 094104
5kBḡ/V0B0 above the Debye temperature, whereḡ is the
Grüneisen parameter averaged over all phonon modes. H
ever,aL(T) can show significant temperature dependenc
and below the Debye temperature due to theT dependence o
both CV(T) andgG(T).

The rate of the vibrational entropy increase due to ther
expansion is

S ]S

]VD
T
S ]V

]TD
P

53aLgGCV . ~12!

This increase in entropy is partly offset by the increase in
static total energy term due to volume expansion. The
effect of thermal expansion on the vibrational free energy
only half of that given by Eq.~12!:

D8Gvib52
3

2E0

T

aL~T8!gG~T8!CV~T8!T8dT8, ~13!

which has to be added to the harmonic entropy of format
given by Eq.~7!. The integral in Eq.~13! can be split into
two contributions. At and above the Debye temperat
whereaL(T), gG(T), andCV(T) are constant, we find that
temperature increaseDT will lead to a D8Gvib

529@ ḡkBDT#2/(2V0B0) decrease in the quasiharmon
free energy due to thermal expansion. At low temperatu
both aL(T) andCV(T) are small; hence, the contribution t
integral in Eq.~13! is also quite small and usually can b
neglected in comparison with theT.uD contribution.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural and thermodynamic properties at TÄ0 K

For the Al3Sc phase we list in Table I values of the zer
temperature formation enthalpy (DH), atomic volume (V0),
and bulk modulus (B0) obtained from the present calcula
tions, using the two pseudopotential-based approaches

TABLE I. Calculated and measured properties forL12 Al3Sc.
V0 represents the atomic volume,DH the formation enthalpy, and
B0 the bulk modulus.

V0 (Å 3/atom) DH (eV/atom) B0 (Mbar)

NCPPa 16.1 20.523 0.96
VASPb 16.5 20.497 0.94
FLAPWc 16.4 20.537 0.96
FLAPWd 16.5 20.498 0.92
LMTO-ASAe 16.7 20.446 0.93
Expt. 17.24-17.29f 20.451g 0.92h, 0.99i

aPresent study, norm-conserving pseudopotential results.
bPresent study, ultrasoft pseudopotential results.
cReference 30.
dReference 31.
eReference 32.
fReference 27.
gReference 4.
hReference 28.
iReference 29.
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scribed above. These values are compared with experime
data4,27–29 as well as previously published first-principle
results.30–32 We note a satisfactory level of agreeement b
tween the present pseudopotential results and previo
published all-electron calculations based upon the f
potential linear augmented plane-wave method~FLAPW!.33

As is typical for calculations based upon the LDA, the th
oretical values for atomic volumes~bulk moduli! are under-
estimated~overestimated! compared to experimental mea
surements by roughly 4–6 %~0–6 %!. Compared with the
VASP results given in Table I, the NCPP calculations give r
to a more strongly bound Al3Sc compound, with a more
negative value ofDH ~by roughly 25 meV/atom!, a smaller
volume ~by 3%!, and a larger bulk modulus~by 2%!. This
same trend is found forB2 andBf AlSc compounds where
NCPPs calculated formation enthalpies are more negativ
roughly 5%. While the NCPP results given in Table I sho
slightly larger discrepancies with experimental data~relative
to the VASP numbers!, these values are closer to the mo
recent FLAPW values.30

In Table II calculated structural and elastic properties
compared with available experimental data27,34–36for the el-
emental constituents and each of the intermetallic co
pounds reported in Al-Sc system. The experimental latt
parameter data for the intermetallics in this table were ta
from the compilation by Villars and Calvert.27 For the hex-
agonal AlSc2 compound our calculated value for the lattic
parameter ratioc/a is seen to agree very well with exper
mental measurements. By contrast, for the orthorhombicBf
AlSc compound we find large discrepancies between our
sults and the unit cell dimensionsb/a and c/a reported by
Schuster and Bauer,5 with calculated values being almos
twice larger. This result is surprising, as lattice-parame
ratios for metallic structures predicted from LDA-based c
culations are generally found to agree to within a few perc
of experimental measurements. It is noted in the compilat
by Villars and Calvert27 that the values ofb/a and c/a re-
ported by Schuster and Bauer differ substantially from th
for all other compounds crystallizing in the BCr structu
type, and a ‘‘printing error’’ in the unit cell dimensions i
suggested.27 We note that, consistent with the observation
Villars and Calvert, our calculated structural parameters
the BCr-type AlSc structure are relatively close to those m
sured for the same structure in the related Al-Y system. S
cifically, for Bf AlY measuredb/a andc/a ratios are in the
ranges 2.9665–2.9966 and 1.1290–1.1357, respective27

whereas our calculated values for AlSc areb/a53.34 and
c/a51.31.

In Fig. 1 we present a comparison between calculated
experimentally measured4,37,38enthalpies of formation (DH)
for Al-Sc intermetallic compounds. The dark solid symbo
in Fig. 1 represent the results of the present first-princip
calculations at zero temperature. Shaded symbols in Fi
correspond to measured data from high-temperature37,38~dia-
monds! and reaction-drop4 ~circles! calorimetry.39 The open
symbols in Figs. 1 and 2 correspond to estimates based
two recent assessments of the Al-Sc phase diagram,3,4 as
discussed further below. For each compound the meas
and calculated values ofDH are found to agree to within
4-4
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TABLE II. Calculated temperature-dependent structural and elastic properties for Al-Sc compounds.V0 andB0 denote zero-temperatur
atomic volumes and bulk moduli, respectively. Calculated high-temperature coefficients of volume thermal expansionaV53aL5(1/V)
3(]V/]T)p and the temperature derivative of the bulk modulus (]B/]T)p are given in the final two columns. Experimental values of latt
parameters at room temperature are given in parentheses and are taken from the compilation of Villars and Calvert~Ref. 27! for the
intermetallic compounds and from Ref. 35 for elemental Al and Sc. The experimental values for the volume thermal expansion co
of Al3Sc and elemental metals are from Refs. 36 and 34, respectively. Except where indicated, calculated lattice parameters a
volume numbers were obtained usingVASP, and thermal properties@aV and (]B/]T)p] are computed by NCPP linear response.

Composition Structure V0 b/a c/a B0 aV (]B/]T)p

(Å 3/atom) ~Mbar! (1026 K21) (MPa K21)

Al A1(Cu) 15.8 – – 0.81 66
15.7a – – 0.83
16.0b – –

~16.6! ~69!

Al3Sc L12 (Cu3Au) 16.5 – – 0.94 43 217
16.1a – – 0.96
16.4b – –

~17.3, 17.29, 17.24! ~22!

Al2Sc C15 (Cu2Mg) 17.3 – – 0.94
~18.15, 18.28!

AlSc B2 (CsCl) 18.3 – – 0.84 39 213
17.8a – – 0.87
18.0b – –

~19.45, 20.52!
AlSc Bf (BCr) 19.2 3.34 1.31 0.76

18.8a

~19.449! ~1.9671! ~0.621 54!
AlSc2 B82 (InNi2) 20.2 – 1.26 0.75

~21.21, 21.27! ~1.263, 1.261!
Sc A3 (Mg) 23.0 – 1.57 0.60 21

22.1a – 1.53 0.61
22.35b –

~25.0! ~1.59! ~30!

aNCPP values.
bNCPP values that include effect of zero-point motion as calculated from the linear response method.
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10% ~0.05 eV/atom!, with the calculated values being mo
~less! negative for Al-rich~Sc-rich! compositions. The leve
of agreement between experiment and theory demonstr
in Fig. 1 is comparable to that obtained in previous fir
principles studies for the related Al-Zr~Ref. 40! and Al-Ti
systems~a review of calculations for Al-Ti is given by Asta
et al.41 and Watson and Weinert.42! As indicated in Fig. 1, for
the equiatomic AlSc compound we have computed forma
enthalpies for both theB2 and Bf prototype structures re
ported by Schuster and Bauer5 and Schob and Parthe´,6 re-
spectively. We find theB2 structure to be stable at low tem
peratures, with a calculated value ofDH that is 0.07 eV/atom
more negative.

B. High-temperature structural and thermodynamic
properties of intermetallic compounds

In Fig. 2 solid symbols correspond to calculated entrop
of formation (DS) for ordered Al3Sc and AlSc compounds a
a temperature of 600 K. The calculated values ofDS repre-
sent a sum of harmonic-vibrational and electronic contri
09410
ed
-

n

s

-

tions at 600 K~anharmonic-vibrational contributions, est
mated through the quasiharmonic approximation, were fo
to be small at this temperature!. In these calculations we
have neglected configurational contributions to the entrop
of formation, assuming that the compounds are perfectly
dered at 600 K~in the case of Al3Sc this assumption is
validated by experimental measurements, as discussed
low!. The electronic contributions to calculated values ofDS
for the Al3Sc, CsCl-AlSc, and BCr-AlSc compounds ar
respectively, 20.08kB /atom, 20.14kB /atom, and
10.02kB /atom. The negative values for Al3Sc andB2 AlSc
originate from a reduction in the electronic DOS near t
Fermi level for these compounds relative to t
compositions-weighted average for the elemental cons
ents, as shown in Fig. 3. The suppression in the electro
DOS near the Fermi level, often referred to as
‘‘pseudogap,’’ found for the Al3Sc andB2-AlSc compounds
has been obtained in electronic-structure calculations for s
eral other stable transition-metal aluminide compounds~e.g.,
Refs. 32, 43, and 45!. The origin of pseudogaps in thes
systems has been discussed in detail recently by Weinert
4-5
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Watson.45 The electronic DOS plotted forL12 Al3Sc in Fig.
3 shows features similar to those forL12 Al3Y calculated by
Carlsson and Meschter,43 and the DOS plotted forB2 AlSc
are similar to that published by Nguyen-Manh and Pettifo44

As compared with the electronic contributions, the calc
latedvibrational formation entropies for Al-Sc intermetallic
are found to be substantially larger in magnitude, giving r

FIG. 1. Enthalpies of formationDH are plotted versus Sc com
position. Solid symbols are zero-temperature values compute
the present study byVASP. For AlSc we have calculated values o
DH for both of the reported crystal structures, namely, CsCl a
BCr prototypes. The results for CsCl and BCr are the lower a
higher values, respectively. Shaded symbols correspond to ex
mental calorimetry data taken from Junget al. ~diamond symbol at
composition Al2Sc) ~Ref. 37!, Meschel and Kleppa~diamond sym-
bol for AlSc! ~Ref. 38!, and Cacciamaniet al. ~circles! ~Ref. 4!. The
open symbols give values ofDH obtained from optimized thermo
dynamic parameters due to Murray~diamonds! ~Ref. 3! and Cac-
ciamaniet al. ~circles! ~Ref. 4!.

FIG. 2. Entropies of formationDS at room temperature are plo
ted versus Sc composition. Solid circles represent the results o
present first-principles calculations. The open circles and diamo
were obtained from the optimized thermodynamic parameters
to Cacciamaniet al. ~Ref. 4! and Murray~Ref. 3!, respectively.
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to negative values ofDS for each of the compounds consid
ered:20.70kB/atom for Al3Sc, 20.46kB/atom forB2 Alsc,
and20.26 kB/atom forBf AlSc. The origin of the negative
vibrational entropies of formation can be understood ba
upon an analysis of the vibrational DOS. The calculated p
non DOS of fcc Al, hcp Sc, andL12 Al3Sc have been pub
lished previously in Fig. 2 of Ref. 11. The calculated phon
dispersion curves of cubicL12 Al3Sc andB2 AlSc com-
pounds, which were not shown in Ref. 11, are given in Fi
4 and 5, respectively, for future reference and for compari
with experimental data as they become available.

The phonon spectrum ofB2 AlSc shown in Fig. 5 exhib-
its two interesting features:~a! low frequencies of the trans
versal acoustic branch along@jj0# with @ 1̄10# polarization
and ~b! anomalous longitudinal-mode dispersion alo
@jjj#. The former feature is encountered in many bcc me
and is commonly attributed to small bcc/fcc and bcc/h
energy differences. It is usually explained by invoking t
well-known Bain46 and Burgers47 mechanisms for fcc-to-bcc
and bcc-to-hcp structural transformations, respectively. T
Bain mechanism of bcc-to-fcc transformation involves a h
mogeneous~100! shear. The energy of this shear is det
mined by the elastic constantC85 1

2 (C112C12), which also
determines the acoustic sound velocity and the slope aq
50 for the TA@ 1̄10# phonon branch. The Burgers bcc-to-hc
mechanism involves a@jj0# zone boundary TA@ 1̄10# pho-
non combined with a@110# shear. The fcc analog of theB2
crystal structure isL10 ~prototype CuAu!, and the hcp ana-
log of B2 is B19 ~prototype AuCd!. The energies of these
structures are calculated to be very close~to within a few

in

d
d
ri-

he
ds
ue

FIG. 3. Electronic densities of states of~a! fcc Al, ~b! B2 AlSc,
~c! Bf AlSc, and~d! L12 Al3Sc.
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meV/atom! to that of B2 AlSc, which explains why the
whole TA@ 1̄10# branch along@jj0# is so low in energy. The
anomalous dispersion of the longitudinal@jjj# phonon
branch is characterized by a pronounced dip at 1/3@111#.
The situation is reminiscent of the soft longitudinal 2/3@jjj#
phonon found in bcc transition metals displaying an insta
ity with respect to thev phase.48,49 v-like instabilities have
been observed in ternary orderedB2 Ti-Al based alloys50

and it is therefore interesting to note that the phonon disp
sion curves in Fig. 5 suggest an incipient instability of t
B2 phase in Al-Sc as well.

Figure 6 compares the calculated phonon DOS~solid
lines! of cubic CsCl-type and orthorombic BCr-type AlS

FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion curves ofL12 Al3Sc. Solid lines
show phonon modes for whichq21( iq•ei(qn)51, while dashed
lines show modes for whichq21( iq•ei(qn)50. These phonons ar
true longitidunal and transversal modes whenq is along either the
@100# or the @111# direction. Forq along the@110# direction, four
modes have polarization vectors directed along@001#. In the re-
maining eight@jj0# modes only the center of mass has to be p
pendicular or parallel to@jj0#, but individual atomic displacement
need not be.

FIG. 5. Phonon dispersion curves ofB2 AlSc. Solid lines show
longitudinal modes while dashed lines show transversal pho
modes.
09410
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compounds. The dashed line in Fig. 6 represents
composition-weighted average of the constituent phon
DOS of fcc Al and hcp Sc. In all cases, the difference b
tween the vibrational DOS of ordered compounds and
composition-weighted average of the constituents@see the
definition of Dg(v) in Sec. II C# is negative in the low-
frequency region below'220 cm21. In other words, the
ordered compounds exhibit significantly higher phonon f
quencies, indicative of a pronounced stiffening of inte
atomic bonds upon compound formation. This stiffening
the nearest-neighbor Al-Sc bonds is also manifested
higher values of the bulk moduli of Al3Sc and AlSc com-
pounds as compared to fcc Al and hcp Sc~see Table II!.
Since the logarithmic factor entering the formation entro
DSvib in Eq. ~6! assigns more weight to the low-energy r
gion of vibrational frequencies, negativity ofDg(v) for low
v leads to large negative entropies of formation. The phy
cal reasons for phonon stiffening upon compound format
in Al-Sc have been thoroughly discussed in Ref. 11, wher
was shown that it is a manifestation of strong hybridizati
between electronicp orbitals of Al andd orbitals of Sc at-
oms, common to many transition-metal aluminid
systems.32,43,45

It is also evident from Fig. 6 that the BCr-type structu
has a higher phonon DOS than the cubic CsCl-type struc
of AlSc in the intermediate-frequency range between 1
and 250 cm21 and, thus, should also have a higher entro
Indeed, the calculated value for the harmonic vibrational
tropy difference betweenBf and B2 phases of AlSc is
DSvib

Bf /B2
510.20kB /atom. Using theT50 K energy differ-

ence 0.07 meV/atom, we obtain that the BCr-type struct
may be the stable phase of AlSc aboveT52460 K ~neglect-
ing configurational contributions to the entropy!. There are

-

n

FIG. 6. Vibrational densities of states of~a! B2 AlSc andBf

AlSc compounds~solid lines!. Dashed lines show composition
weighted vibrational DOS of hcp Sc and fcc Al.
4-7
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M. ASTA AND V. OZOLIŅŠ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 094104
some indications that the BCr-type structure is stable n
the melting point, as has been observed in experiment
crystal growth from the liquid phase. However, the expe
mental situation is still not resolved, and further work
needed to settle the question. In this connection it is inter
ing to understand what the physical factors are contribu
to the higher vibrational entropy of the BCr-type structure

Figure 7 shows crystal structures of both AlSc co
pounds. In the cubicB2 structure each Al~Sc! atom has
eight nearest-neighbor Sc~Al ! atoms at a distancedAl-Sc
52.86 Å. In contrast, in the orthorombicBf structure each
Sc atom has six nearest-neighbor Al atoms. Four of thes
atoms are at the same distancedAl-Sc52.86 Å as in the cu-
bic B2 structure. The fifth Al-Sc bond is parallel to they axis
and is somewhat longer (dAl-Sc52.91 Å). Finally, the sixth
Al atom is at a distancedAl-Sc52.99 Å. The former is indi-
cated by an arrow but not shown as a bond in Fig. 7 since
corresponding force constant was found to be substant
weaker than those of the shorter Al-Sc bonds. Each Al a
in Bf has eight nearest neighbors: six Sc atoms and two
atoms at a distancedAl-Al 52.61 Å. Direct Al-Al bonds form
zigzag chains along thez direction. It is interesting that thes
Al-Al bonds are very short, much shorter than Al-Al bon
in fcc Al (2.82 Å). Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize th
Al-Al bonds will be quite stiff and cause the local enviro
ment of Al atoms to be very anisotropic from a lattice d
namical point of view. Data presented in Table III show th
this is indeed the case. We see that the root-mean-sq
~rms! vibrational displacements of Al atoms,A^uAl, a

2 &, ex-
hibit huge directional dependence: rms displacement al
the x axis is twice larger than that along thez axis, with the
y component being slightly higher thanA^uAl, z

2 &, but much
lower thanA^uAl, x

2 &. In contrast, Sc displacements are mu
more isotropic. The largest rms displacements for Sc oc
along thez axis and the smallest displacements occur alo
thex axis, but the difference is only 0.04 Å. Presumably,z is
the hardest direction due to the considerable amount of A
bond stretching involved in Sc vibrations. Averages of t
rms displacements over three Cartesian directions
slightly larger inBf than inB2 for both Al ~0.15 vs 0.14 Å)

FIG. 7. Lattice structures of cubicB2 ~CsCl-type! and
orthorombicBf ~BCr-type! AlSc compounds. Al atoms are blac
and Sc atoms are gray. Directions ofx, y, andz axes are perpen
dicular to the plane of the drawing, horizontal, and vertical, resp
tively.
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and Sc~0.14 vs 0.13 Å) atoms. Larger displacements ge
erally mean softer interatomic forces, lower phonon frequ
cies, and higher vibrational entropies, which is manifested
the valueDSvib

Bf /B2
510.20kB/atom quoted above.

Another way to analyze vibrational properties ofBf and
B2 compounds of AlSc is using atom- and directio
decomposed phonon DOS. The latter are defined as

r ia~v!5
1

N (
qn

d~v2vqn!ueia~qn!u2, ~14!

wherei numbers atoms in the unit cell,N is total number of
atoms in the crystal,q is phonon wave vector,n runs over
phonon branches, andei(qn) are phonon mode eigenvector
Figure 8 showsr ia(v) in Bf for Al ~upper panel! and Sc
~lower panel! atoms. In accordance with the structural ana
sis of Bf AlSc ~see above!, partial phonon DOS in Fig. 8
shows a pronounced separation of Al vibrations along thx,
y, and z axes, in order of increasing average frequency.
contrast, Sc partial DOS is distributed much more eve
among all three directions. The highest peak in phonon D
of Bf at 370 cm21 is due to Al vibrations along the ‘‘elas
tically hard’’ z axis, while the low-frequency region below
250 cm21 involves almost exclusively Al(x) and Sc(x,y,z)
vibrations. Table III gives the values of average partial f
quenciesv ia @i.e., first moments ofr ia(v)# and partial en-
tropies@given by logarithmic moments ofr ia(v) taken with
a minus sign#. We see that indeed the partial entropi
2 ln via are highest for the softest directions. Summing ov
all directions for each kind of atom, we obtain that the part
vibrational entropy of Al is 0.12kB /atom higher inBf than in

-

TABLE III. Theoretically calculated vibrational properties o
B2 and Bf phases of AlSc. We give the values of mean-squ
displacementsA^uia

2 & at T5600 K, lowest-order moments o
atom- and Cartesian direction-decomposed phonon DOS (ln via and
v ia), and on-site restoring force constantFaa( i i )52( jFaa( i j ).
Indicesi andj number atoms in the crystal anda indexes Cartesian
directions. Vibrational entropy difference betweenBf and B2 is
obtained by summing the partial logarithmic moments of DOS o
all atoms and directions,DSvib

Bf /B2
510.40kB per formula unit or

10.2kB per atom.

A^uia
2 & at T5600 K 2 ln via v i ā

Faa( i i )

~Å! (cm21) (eV/Å2)

Bf Al( x) 0.22 25.04 168 3.2
Al( y) 0.13 25.48 252 6.7
Al( z) 0.11 25.65 298 9.4

Sc(x) 0.12 25.18 185 6.1
Sc(y) 0.14 25.14 178 5.7
Sc(z) 0.16 25.12 182 6.1

B2 Al(x) 0.14 25.43 247 6.8
Sc(x) 0.13 25.24 206 8.2
4-8
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B2, and the partial entropy of Sc is 0.28kB /atom higher in

Bf than in B2, leading to the totalDSvib
Bf /B2

5(0.12
10.28)/2510.20kB /atom.

In conclusion, the vibrational entropy is higher in th
orthorombicBf than in the more symmetricB2 structure of
AlSc due to significant differences in local environments
both Al and Sc atoms, determined by the number, type,
stiffness of nearest-neighbor bonds. The effect of symm
on the vibrational entropy of fcc-based alloys was noted
ready by van de Walle and Ceder.51 These authors showe
that structural symmetry has a pronounced effect on
length and stiffness of nearest-neighbor bonds in the P
system, which was essential in explaining the surpris
finding that the disordered alloy had alower vibrational en-
tropy than ordered Pd3V. It is interesting that similar effec
was recently found in another Al-based alloy: the well stu
ied Al-Cu system. Wolverton and Ozolin¸š52 found that, con-
trary to many metallurgy textbooks, the tetragonalu phase is
not the most stable low-temperature phase of Al2Cu. They
showed that the more symmetricu8 phase of Al2Cu has a
lower energy, but the higher vibrational entropy ofu reverses
the structural stability aboveTc'500 K. Higher vibrational
entropy of theu phase was traced back to the lower symm
try of this structure in comparison with the more symmet
u8, which allows certain low-frequency optical modes th
involve little distortion of nearest-neighbor bond length
Thus, we hypothesize that the link between the degree
symmetry of a structure and its vibrational entropy is pro
ably quite general and could be responsible for the occure
of some ‘‘exotic’’ low-symmetry intermetallic structures.

For the cubicL12 Al3Sc andB2 AlSc structures we have

FIG. 8. Atom-decomposed partial phonon densities of sta
r ia(v) for BCr-type AlSc, as defined in Eq.~14!.
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calculated the volume coefficients of thermal expans
~CTE!, aV53aL , and the temperature dependences of b
moduli, as reported in Table II. We note that the CTE a
bulk modulus results for the intermetallic compounds a
significantly lower and higher, respectively, than expec
from a composition-weighted average of the correspond
values for elemental Al and Sc. These results again refl
that Al-Sc compounds are significantly ‘‘stiffer’’ than the e
emental constituents. For Al3Sc a very recently measure
value of the room-temperature CTE~Ref. 36! reported in
Table II is even smaller than the first-principles calculat
value, suggesting that the anharmonicity in the calcula
equation of state for this intermetallic is overestimated. T
result is interesting in light of the substantially better agre
ment between experiment and theory obtained for the
emental constituents~see Table II and Ref. 25!. Some insight
into this discrepancy may be gained by considering temp
ture dependence ofaL(T) in L12 Al3Sc, shown in Fig. 9.
According to Eq.~8!, the coefficient of thermal expansion
proportional to the product of the Gru¨neisen parameterg(T)
and constant-volume heat capacityCV(T). The latter shows a
pronounced variation at and below the Debye tempera
uD . As shown by a dashed line in Fig. 9, the harmonic h
capacity of cubic Al3Sc exhibits considerable variation eve
at T as high asT5300 K, where it has reached only 88% o
its Dulong-Petit limit 3kB . This indicates that the Deby
temperature of Al3Sc is unusually high and, therefore, th
temperature dependence of thermal expansion cannot be
glected. Indeed, it is evident from Fig. 9 that, just like t
heat capacityCV(T), at T5300 K the coefficient of linear
thermal expansionaL(T) has reached only 88% of its high
T limit.

C. Free energy models and solvus boundaries
for Al-rich alloys

The location of the Al-rich solvus boundary~i.e., the Al
side of the two-phase boundary between the Al solid solut
and the ordered Al3Sc phase! is of primary importance in the

s

FIG. 9. Calculated coefficient of linear thermal expansi
aL(T) ~solid line, left hand scale! and harmonic heat capacit
CV(T) ~dashed line, right hand scale! for cubic L12 Al3Sc.
4-9
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TABLE IV. Sc impurity electronic free energies (Gel), enthalpies (Hel), and entropies (Sel) calculated as
a function of electronic temperature. Results are given for different supercell sizes and number of rec
spacek points employed in the electronic-structure calculations. The number of equivalentk points~Ref. 21!
refers to a primitive~one-atom! fcc unit cell. Impurity thermodynamic properties are expressed in terms
difference involving formation quantities for the Al3Sc phase (a8), as discussed in the text.

Supercell kBT k Points 4DGel
a82DGel

Sc 4DHel
a82DHel

Sc 4DSel
a82DSel

Sc

~eV! ~eV! ~eV! (kB)

64 0.08 182 20.769 20.798 20.366
64 0.08 408 20.767 20.790 20.281
64 0.08 770 20.788 20.830 20.525
64 0.08 1300 20.769 20.789 20.257

128 0.08 182 20.825 20.850 20.309
216 0.08 182 20.788 20.811 20.291
216 0.06 182 20.796 20.827 20.391
216 0.04 182 20.811 20.853 20.522
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processing of two-phase Al/Al3Sc alloys. In Fig. 1 of our
previous paper,11 first-principles phase boundaries calculat
with different levels of approximation were plotted and co
pared with experimentally measured solubility data.53–56 In
this section we discuss these results in further detail.

In order to calculate the solvus boundary, the free ener
of both the Al solid solution phase~to be denoted asa be-
low! as well as the Al3Sc intermetallic compound~denoted
here asa8) are required as functions of composition a
temperature. In previous first-principles studies30,11 it was
found that with very high accuracy the free energies of thea
and a8 phases can be modeled as an ideal solution~corre-
sponding to a solid solution of noninteracting Sc subst
tional impurities! and a stoichiometric line compound, re
spectively. For thea phase the accuracy of the ideal soluti
model reflects the very dilute~less than 0.2 at. %! concen-
trations of Sc which can be accomodated in solution un
equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, the line-compound a
proximation for thea8 phase is consistent with the high
temperature x-ray-scattering measurements of Sparkset al.57

who found that Al3Sc remains nearly perfectly ordered up
its melting point. This approximation is further consiste
with atom-probe/field-ion microscopy measurements
Sanoet al.58 who report that Al3Sc precipitates in anneale
Al 0.19 at. % Sc alloys are very nearly stoichiometric.

Within the ideal-solution approximation, the zero-press
Gibbs free energy of formationDGa for the Al solid-solution
phase can be written as follows~expressed per atom!:

DGa~T,x!5DGSc~T!x1kBT@x ln x1~12x!ln~12x!#,
~15!

wherex is the atomic fraction of Sc andkB is Boltzmann’s
constant.DGSc(T) in Eq. ~15! denotes the temperature
dependent free energy of formation of a single Sc subs
tional impurity in fcc Al. Within the line-compound approxi
mation discussed above, the zero-pressure formation
energy of the Al3Sc phase,DGa8(T) ~again expressed pe
atom!, depends only uponT.

In calculating the solvus boundaries shown in Fig. 1
Ref. 11 we neglected possible coherency effects, mode
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the phase boundaries as corresponding to incoherent p
equilibria between thea anda8 phases. Employing the usua
common-tangent construction combined with the ide
solution and line-compound approximations, t
temperature-dependent solubility limitxs of Sc in Al can be
written as follows:

xs~T!5expF4DGa8~T!2DGSc~T!

kBT
G , ~16!

where the factor of 4 in front ofDGa8 originates from the
stoichiometry of the Al3Sc phase. The free energies enteri
Eq. ~16! were calculated from first principles including ele
tronic and vibrational contributions as described in Sec.

While the precise calculation of electronic free energ
for the intermetallic Al3Sc compound is straightforward, de
riving well-converged values for the Sc impurity is signifi
cantly more difficult. In the impurity calculations use ha
been made of supercell approaches as reviewed for calc
tions of point defects in Al by Chettyet al.59 and Turner
et al.60 As has been demonstrated by these authors, the a
rate calculation of dilute impurity energies in Al based up
such methods often requires relatively large supercells
dense meshes of reciprocal-spacek-points. In Table IV we
show the dependence of the computed values of 4DGa8

2DGSc @see Eq.~16!# upon supercell size and number ofk
points employed in the electronic-structure calculations.
all of the calculations listed in Table IV use was made
VASP ~as detailed above! and ‘‘equivalent’’k point21 sets cor-
responding to 182, 408, 770, and 1300 irreduciblek points
for primitive ~one atom per cell! fcc Al. For calculating
DGSc, use was made of 64-, 128-, and 216-atom superc
in which the Sc impurities are separated by 4, 4.899, an
nearest-neighbor spacings, respectively. From the res
listed in the top six lines of Table IV the calculated electron
free energies are found to vary with supercell size andk
points on the order of 0.02–0.04 eV. Due to the exponen
dependence of the solubility limits upon these free energ
such variations give rise to 30–40 % uncertainties in cal
lated solubility limits at a representative temperature of 9
4-10
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STRUCTURAL, VIBRATIONAL, AND THERMODYNAMI C . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 094104
K (kBT50.08 eV). Such uncertainties in the calculat
solubility translate into 40–50 K uncertainties in the solv
boundary at the maximum solubility limit.

In the results given in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 use was made
free energies derived from the 216-atom supercells. The
three lines in Table IV give the caculated values of the el
tronic impurity free energies as a function of the electro
temperature, ranging betweenkBT50.04 and 0.08 eV (T
ranging between 465 and 930 K!. These results were fit to
polynomial of the form given in Eq.~4! for the purpose of
calculating the temperature-dependent solubility lim
shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11. The dot-dashed line in Fig. 1
Ref. 11 gives the resulting calculated solubility limits bas
upon the electronic contributions to the free energies ente
Eq. ~16!. By comparison, the dotted line in Fig. 1 of Ref. 1
corresponds to calculated solubility limits derived from ze
temperature energies alone. The latter calculations over
mate the temperature scale relative to experimental dat
roughly 600 K at the maximum measured solubility conce
tration of 0.2 at. % Sc. A comparison of the dotted and d
dashed curves shows that the effect of finite-tempera
electronic excitations~electronic entropy! is an appreciable
~roughly 100 K! reduction in the calculated solvus boun
aries. This effect reflects the larger electronic free energy,
atom, of the Sc atoms in Al relative to the Al3Sc compound.

The lower two curves in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 correspond
calculated solubility limits derived by combining the ele
tronic free energies with calculated values of the vibratio
entropy as discussed previously.11 Harmonic vibrational free
energies for the Sc impurity were derived from linea
response calculations of dynamical matrices for 27-atom
percells~the variation in calculated impurity vibrational en
tropies with system size is discussed in Ref. 11!. The solid
line in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 corresponds to calculated solubil
limits derived by including electronic and harmonic vibr
tional free energy contributions toDGSc and DGa8 in Eq.
~16!. Harmonic vibrations give rise to an entropic contrib
tion to the free energies which is constant at high tempe
tures. As a result, the harmonic vibrational entropy leads
constant prefactor in Eq.~16!. Our calculated vibrational-
entropy prefactor results in a factor of 27 increase in
calculated solubility limits shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11. Fro
a comparison of the solid and dashed-dotted lines in
figure, the effect of harmonic vibrational entropy is seen
be a 450 K decrease in the calculated solvus boundary
perature at 0.2 at. % Sc.

Due to the high homologous temperatures involved
Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 it is expected that anharmonic effects m
lead to non-negligible corrections to the vibrational free e
ergies. We have estimated the importance of anharm
terms based upon the quasiharmonic approximation24 as de-
scribed in Sec. II. The calculated effect on the solubility
plotted with a dashed line in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11. Anharmon
effects, incorporated through the quasiharmonic approxi
tion, are seen to result in a relatively small ('20%) shift in
the solubility limits at the highest temperatures. It is intere
ing to note that thermal expansion acts to slightlyreducethe
vibrational entropy differenceDSSc

vib24DSa8
vib . This is some-
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what counterintuitive, since Al3Sc is much stiffer~higher
bulk modulus! than fcc Al, has a low Gru¨neisen parameter
and thus expands very little in comparison with Al. The a
parent contradiction can be explained by considering
change in Gru¨neisen parametergG with respect to fcc Al and
evaluated per Sc atom. This quantity is larger for the
impurity (DgG523.2) than for ordered Al3Sc (DgG
522.1). It is possible, however, that the magnitude of t
anharmonic contributions to the Sc impurity free energy
underestimated in the quasiharmonic approximation. D
tailed comparisons between between Monte Carlo and qu
harmonic results were performed for bulk and defect f
energies in Cu by Foiles.26 It was found that, while bulk free
energies are accurately described by the quasiharmonic
proximation to very high homologous temperatures, anh
monic contributions to point-defect free energies were s
nificantly underestimated. We note that larger anharmo
contributions to the Sc impurity free energy would have t
effect of moving the dashed line in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 to t
right, potentially improving even further the agreement w
experimental solubility data.

In Fig. 10 the solid lines represent the first-principles v
ues of the thermodynamic functions entering Eq.~16! ~in-
cluding all electronic and vibrational contributions!, with
DGSc, DGa8, and 4DGa82DGSc plotted in the top~c!,
middle ~b!, and bottom~a! panels, respectively. The dashe
and dotted lines are from optimized thermodynamic mod
derived in recent phase diagram assessments,3,4 and will be
discussed below. Due to the negative formation entropy

FIG. 10. Temperature dependent values ofDGSc ~top panel!,

DGa8 ~middle panel!, and 4DGa82DGSc. Solid lines are first-
principles results, while dashed and dotted lines are derived f
the optimized thermodynamic parameters due to Murray~Ref. 3!
and Cacciamaniet al. ~Ref. 4!, respectively.
4-11
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the ordered Al3Sc phase~see Fig. 2!, the formation free en-
ergy DGa8 ~plotted in the middle panel! increases with tem-
perature by roughly 0.03 eV between 400 and 900 K. T
temperature dependence of the calculated Sc impurity
energy~top panel! is of comparable magnitude, but show
theopposite sign. The temperature dependence ofDGa8 and
DGSc is seen to be very well approximated as linear in Fi
10~b! and 10~c!, indicating that the largest contribution to th
temperature dependence of these free energies origin
from harmonic vibrational entropy.

The large effect of nonconfigurational free energy up
the calculated solvus boundary demonstrated in Fig. 1
Ref. 11 is associated with the temperature dependence o
quantity 4DGa82DGSc, which is seen to decrease in ma
nitude by 0.16 eV between 400 and 900 K in Fig. 10~a!.
From the results in the top two panels of this figure, it is se
that this temperature dependence results primarily from
large negative formation entropy of the Al3Sc ordered com-
pound, coupled with the positive excess entropy per Sc
purity in Al. The large magnitude ofDS for the Al3Sc com-
pound is due primarily to harmonic vibrational entrop
Whereas this contribution is large andnegative
(20.7kB /atom) for the compound, we find that the corr
sponding value for the Sc impurity is smaller andpositive
(10.36kB /atom–0.50kB /atom).11 The microscopic origin of
this nonintuitive result is discussed in detail by Ozolin¸š and
Asta.11

D. Comparison of first-principles and assessed thermodynamic
models

In Figs. 1, 2, and 10 our first-principles calculated th
modynamic properties are compared with values obtai
using optimized thermodynamic parameters developed in
cent phase-diagram assessments by Murray3 and Cacciaman
et al.4 In both of these assessments the Al solid-solut
phase was modeled as a regular solution, with a mixing
energy of the following form~again expressed per atom!:

DGa~T,N,x!5Aa~T!x~12x!1kBT@x ln x

1~12x!ln~12x!#

'Aa~T!x1kBT@x ln x

1~12x!ln~12x!#. ~17!

The second expression on the right-hand side of Eq.~17! is
highly accurate for the dilute compositions shown in Fig
of Ref. 11, and the parameterAa therefore can be equate
with the Sc impurity free energyDGSc in Eq. ~15!. As in the
present first-principles calculations, Murray and Cacciam
et al. modeled the free energy of the Al3Sc phase as a line
compound.

In Fig. 10 we plot with dashed and dotted lines the th
modynamic functionsDGSc, DGa8, and 4DGa82DGSc de-
rived from the optimized thermodynamic parameters of M
ray and Cacciamaniet al., respectively. The latter values a
seen to be somewhat closer to the present calculated re
especially for the free energy difference related to the so
09410
e
e
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n
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n
e

-

-
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n
e
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bility limits, 4DGa82DGSc. The parameters of Cacciama
et al. are also seen to give rise to better agreement with
perimental measurements, and the present first-principle
sults, for the enthalpy and entropy of formation for the Al3Sc
compound in Figs. 1 and 2. This improved agreement can
attributed to the fact that the calorimetry measurements
formation enthalpies were incorporated into the thermo
namic optimization by Cacciamaniet al.while they were not
by Murray.

On the basis of the comparisons discussed above, the
modynamic models of Cacciamaniet al. seem to reproduce
well available experimental data, as well as the import
features of the present first-principles results. By contrast,
Murray parameters appear to underestimate the magnit
of both the entropy and enthalpies of formation for Al-ric
alloys. This observation is interesting in light of previou
work which used the Murray thermodynamic functions a
basis for modeling Al3Sc precipitation kinetics in supersatu
rated Al~Sc! alloys.2,61 The Murray numbers lead to signifi
cantly smaller thermodynamic driving forces for the nuc
ation of Al3Sc precipitates relative to the predictions of bo
the models of Caccimaniet al. and our first-principles re-
sults. In light of this result, a reanalysis of the nucleati
data2 based upon the thermodynamic parameters of Cac
mani et al. would be of interest.

IV. DISCUSSION

The dashed and solid lines in Fig. 1 of Ref. 11 demo
strate a large effect of ionic vibrational free energy upon
calculated solubility limits. It is interesting to note that th
important role of vibrational free energy in dictating sol
solubility limits was suggested already 50 years ago
Zener.62 Zener used an expression formally equivalent to E
~16! to analyze the temperature dependences of meas
solubility limits for Ni, Mn, Cr, Si, Cu, and Zr in Al,63 as-
suming that the enthalpy and entropy are independen
temperature:

xs~T!5expS DS

kB
DexpS 2DH

kBT D . ~18!

By plotting the logarithm ofxs versus 1/T, Zener showed
that the measured data fall approximately on a straight
with intercepts at 1/T50 corresponding toDS/kB in Eq.
~18!. Values of the factor exp(DS/kB) so obtained by Zene
ranged from 10, for zirconium, to 60, for nickel. The fact
of 27 increase in calculated solubility limits due to the vibr
tional entropy, obtained in the present work, falls in t
middle of this range of values found by Zener.

More recently, the important role of vibrational free e
ergy in the calculations of alloy phase diagrams has b
suggested by Anthony and co-workers.64–67 Specifically,
these authors have employed a variety of experimental te
niques, including neutron scattering, calorimetry, a
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy, to measure vibrationa
tropy differences between ordered and disordered phase
Ni3Al, Cu3Au, and Fe3Al. These measurements give rise
values ofDSvib ranging between (0.1460.05)kB /atom for
4-12
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Cu3Au,66 ~0.2–0.3)kB /atom in Ni3Al,64,65 and (0.10
60.03)kB /atom in Fe3Al.67 Based upon these values, whic
represent substantial fractions of the maximum configu
tional entropy difference (0.57kB /atom) between ordere
and disordered phases at anA3B composition, it has been
concluded that vibrational entropy may have large effe
upon calculated order-disorder transition temperatures
substitutional alloys. However, in first-principles theoretic
studies investigating the configurational dependence of
vibrational entropy,68,69,51relatively small effects have bee
obtained. For Ni3Al, van de Walle, Ceder, and Waghmare68

obtained a negligible entropy difference between fully
dered and disordered phases. For Pd3V, van de Walle and
Ceder51 recently obtainedDSvib520.07kB /atom; i.e., the
disordered state was found to have alower vibrational en-
tropy than the orderedD022 compound. For Cu3Au, Ozoliņš,
Wolverton, and Zunger69 calculated a value ofDSvib

50.08kB /atom. The net effect of vibrational contributions
the free energy upon the order-disorder transtion tempera
was calculated to be roughly 14%~75 K!.69 The current re-
sults point to a much more substantial effect of vibratio
entropy upon calculated temperatures for phase bound
between substitutional alloy phases withdiffering composi-
ov

, R

a

n

los
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tions. Clearly, further work on other alloy systems is wa
ranted to assess the generality of our findings for Al-r
Al-Sc alloys. However, the results of the analysis by Zene62

suggest that vibrational entropy may lead to significant
ductions in the temperature scales of calculated phase bo
aries in a wide range of Al-based alloys.
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